2016 Member Feedback

What Does MHEDA Mean to You?

From a Manufacturer’s Perspective

A good group of like-minded, forward thinking business people in the material handling business. MHEDA means works working together to make the market better. - Jim Ryan, Sentry Protection

As a manufacturer, MHEDA is a great opportunity to show our distribution partners that we support them. It provides great networking opportunities with the best prospective customers across the nation. - Jeremy Warren, Troax, Inc.

To me, MHEDA is a support network of ideas. In the material handling industry, it can be quite difficult to find new and engaging ways to interact with both our distributors and end users. MHEDA is loaded with great content and puts on awesome events that help UNEX reach customers with interesting content and aids us in our efforts to become material handling thought leaders. - Kevin Cupples, UNEX Manufacturing

They truly care about education and networking with its members. - Jeff Mazzarisi, Unex Manufacturing, Inc.

MHEDA is a professional organization of member distributors and suppliers within the industrial truck and storage and handling industry. Information is presented on an industry basis providing best practices from member companies. Relationships created allow members to contact colleagues regarding specific questions to better serve their own companies. - Phil Lannon, Continental Commercial Specialty Tires

MHEDA is a very involved trade organization with many benefits to and learning opportunities for members. - Elizabeth Satterfield, Panel Built Inc.

MHEDA does the annual convention in a great way, the right way. They are also a great resource year round for the members. Website and training programs appear to be a good and informative mix of offerings. - Dave Olson, Ridg-U-Rak

MHEDA is an organization dedicated to the growth and development of the material handling industry. MHEDA encourages an active interaction between distributors while providing knowledge and information vital to our industries sustained growth. Lloyd Ewing, Husky Rack and Wire

An opportunity to engage and network with other members of our industry. - Terri Boyle, Toyota Lift Northwest

A great resource for education, benchmarking and networking. - Karl Scholz, Pacline Corp.

Networking at its best! – Keith Shipman, Cornerstone

MHEDA means an opportunity to engage with successful customers, suppliers and competitors. Bill LeMeur, Superior Tire & Rubber Corp.

It allows us to stay in touch with the industry and provides networking opportunities with our Dealers. Hubert Schlegel, Wildeck, Inc.